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0 Introduction 

It has been widely assumed that a syntactic representation is mapped onto an independent prosodic 
structure, which determmes the phonological representation and phonetic implementation of segments, 
tones and prominences (Sellmk 1986, Nespor & Vogel 1986, among many others) A question is raised 
as we thmk about the syntax-prosody mapping what syntactic properues are relevant to prosodic phrase 
formation Selkirk (1986), Sellark & Shen (1990) and Sellark & Tateishi (1988, 1991) and others have 
proposed that it is the edges of syntactic categones such as xo or XP that prosodic structure formation is 
sensitive to On the other hand, Cowper & Rice (1987), Bickmore (1990), Kubozono (1992, 1993) and 
others consider it to be the branchmgness of a syntactic node that prosodic phrasing beholds In this 
paper, I will provide evidence from Japanese intonation and prosodic phrase formation to support the 
former proposal The outlme of this paper is the following In Sect10n 1, I will give basic fats and 
prehmmary assumptions about Japanese intonation Section 2 will introduce two different proposals for 
Japanese syntax-prosody mapping by Selkirk & Tateishi (1988, 1991) and Kubozono (1992, 1993) 
Secuon 3 will introduce different predict10ns made by those two proposals In Secuon 4, I will argue that 
Selkirk & Tateishi's proposal is on the nght track based on the results obtained m a production 
experiment Section 5 will cast a hght on some residual issue an mteracuon between a syntax-prosody 
interface constraint and a purely prosodic constraint NONFINALITY 

Basic Facts and Assumptions of Japanese Intonation 

In Japanese, each lexical item is specified for unaccented or accented An accented word has one and 
only one bitonal pitch accent notated as H*+L associated with some designated mora In this paper, we 
will only focus on cases with accented words Each accented word together with a case marker or a 
postpos1t10n that follows it is usually mapped onto a single Minor Phrase (or Accentual Phrase) in the 
phonological representation I assume that a Minor Phrase is a domain delimited by Low boundary tone 
(henceforth, L%) and High Phrasal tone (henceforth, H-) following Pierrehumbert & Beckman (1988) 
L% is associated with the first and the last mora of each Minor Phrase and H- is associated with the second 
mora of a Minor Phrase Tones mtroduced here behave as the phonetic targets, and phonetics interpolates 
FO between those targets, which results in an intonational contour A schematic representation of an 
accented Mmor Phrase together with those tones and its mtonational contour is shown in Figure 1 

~ 
L% H- H*+L L% 
(MlnP ) 

Figure 1 A schematic representation of a 
Minor Phrase with pitch accent, boundary 
tones, and its FO contour 

If there is a sequence of two accented Minor Phrases, it has been reported by Poser (1984) and 
PieiTehumbert & Beckman (1988) that the pitch range associated to the second accented Mmor Phrase may 
be drastically lowered as m Figure 2 

L% H-
(M1nP1 

H*+L L% H-
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Figure 2 A schematic representation of a 
sequence of two accented Minor Phrases and 
an FO contour associated with them 



Selkrrk & Tateishi's data m (1991) and Kubozono (1992, 1993), however, show that the magnitude of 
downtrend, i e the magnitude of pitch range lowering, at the second Mmor Phrase depends on what the 
correspondmg syntactic structure is it is lessened when the corresponding syntactic structure is nght 
branchmg, it is kept large when the corresponding syntactic structure is left branching Now consider the 
following supposed Japanese three-word structures in (1) and (2) The tree structure in (1) is a left 
branchmg syntactic structure, and the downtrend at the second word (or the second Mmor Phrase) of that 
structure is quite large On the other hand, the one in (2) is a nght branching syntactic structure and the 
magnitude of downtrend at the second word (or the second Mmor Phrase) is smaller Kubozono (1992, 
1993) and Sellark & Tateish1 (1988, 1991) give different accounts for this fact In Section 2, those two 
different approaches and their different predictions are introduced 

(1) 3-Word Left Branchmg Syntactic Structure (2) 3-Word R.t.ghtBranchmg Syntactic Structure 

(MinPl CX. )(MlnP2 I3 HM1nP3 'Y (MlnPl CX. HMinP2 ~ HM1nP3 'Y 

2 Kubozono vs Selkirk & Tateishi 

In thlS section, I will compare two hypotheses of syntax-prosody mapping m Japanese Kubozono's 
(1992, 1993) and Selkirk & Tateishi's (1988, 1992) Those two hypotheses make exactly the same 
prediction for the mtonational patterns associated with the left-branching structure in (1) and the nght 
branching structure in (2) 

2 1 Kubozono (1992, 1993) 

Kubozono assumes that prosodic representation is stnctly binary and directly reflects the branching 
structure of syntax Hence, if the given syntactic structure is nght-branching, the prosodic structure is 
also nght-branching, if the syntactic structure is left-branching, then the prosodic structure is also left-
branching At the same time, he assumes a recursive prosodic structure following Ladd (1986), and 
proposes that prosodic constituents in Japanese are arranged m a binary branching hierarchical structure, 
which allows embeddmg of prosodic constituents within constituents of the same type According to hts 
model, morphological words taken from the syntactic domain into the phonological domain undergoes 
Minor Phrase Formation first Secondly, Minor Phrases obtained in the last process are combmed 
together fonnmg a recursive Mmor Phrase structure that directly encodes the original syntactic bmary 
branching structure Then, it is at the left edge of a binary Minor Phrase dominating two Minor Phrases 
where the reduction of a pitch range lowenng (or a boost of pitch range) takes place 
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(3) Left Branchmg Structure 

(a) 

(b) 

-----(MmP2 Jl ) (MmP3 "( 

(c) ... 
No Boost 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(4) R.tghtBranchmg Structure 

~I~ 
MmP MmP 

I I ----< M 1 n Pl a. ) (MlnPl JJ ) (M.tnP3 Y 

t 
Boosted 

In (3a) and (4a), I present two syntactic structures (3a) 1S a left-branclung structure and (3b) is a nght-
branchmg structure Those two different syntactic structures are mapped onto left-branchmg and nght 
branchmg recursive Mmor Phrase structures as m (3b) and (4b) respecuvely The second word pm the 
left-branching Mm or Phrase structure m (3b) does not coincide with the left edge of a branching Mmor 
Phrase Hence, there ts no pitch range boost (i e no reductton of downtrend) takes place at the second 
word Pm (3) On the other hand, the second word pm the nght-branchmg Mmor Phrase structure m (4b) 
comc1des with the left edge of a branchmg Mmor Phrase As a result, phonetics raises the pitch range of 
the second word j) as shown m (4c) Tlus model well explams and makes the correct predictton for the 
paradigm shown m (1) and (2) such that the downtrend observed at the second word of a nght-branchmg 
syntacuc structure is smaller than that observed at the second word of a left-branchmg syntacttc structure 
In Section 4, however, I will argue agamst this approach given some evidence that downtrend reduction 
(or a pitch range boost) also take place at the second word of certam types of left-branclung structures 

2 2 Selkrrk & Tateisht (1988, 1991) 

The other model to account for the paradigm presented m (l) and (2) 1s Selklrk & TatetSht's (1988, 
1991) Though Kubozono assumes stnctly bmary branclung recursive prosodic structures that rs parallel 
to syntactic ones, they assume that prosodic structures are not necessanly bmary branching and recursive 
Also, they propose that 1t is at the left edge of a prosodic node of a certam category where downtrend 
reduction (or a pitch range boost) takes place but 1t ts not at the left edge of a 'bmary' prosodic node It 
has been proposed by Selktrk (1978, 1986), Nespor & Vogel (1986), Pierrehumbert & Beckman (1988) 
and many others that there is a prosodic hierarchy consisting of layers of categoncally distinct prosodic 
constituents as shown m (5) 

(5) Prosodic Hierarchy Utt 
IntP 
Ma JP 
MmP 
PWd 
Ft 
(j 

Utterance 
Intonational Phrase 
MaJor Phrase 
MmorPhrase 
Prosodic Word 
Foot 
Syllable 
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Each prosodic category m the prosodic hierarchy above is associated with certain phonological features or 
certam mtonauonal events Selkrrk & Tateishi consider the left edge of each MaJor Phrase m Japanese to 
be associated with a pitch range boost In addition, adoptmg Selkirk's (19S6) end-based syntax-prosody 
mappmg hypothesis, they propose that the formation of a MaJOr Phrase m Japanese ts sensitive to the 
presence or absence of the left edge of a certam syntacttc projection, i e XP That is, there is a constramt 
that forces the left edge of each XP to be aligned with the left edge of a MaJor Phrase I call this constraint 
ALIGNL(XP,MajP) m terms of McCarthy and Prince's (1993) Generalized Ahgnment 

(6) ALIGNdXP,MaJP) 
For each XP, there is a MaJP such that the left edge of the XP and that of the MaJP comcide 

Let us now consider how Selkrrk & Tate1shi' s model works to account for the difference between the 
intonational pattern associated with a left-branching syntactic structure and that associated with a nght-
branchmg syntactic structure (7a) 1s again a supposed Japanese left-branching syntactic structure 
cons1stmg of three words, i e a, 13 and "( (Sa) is a nght-branchmg syntactic structure that also consists 
of o:, 13 and y In the nght branching structure in (8a), the second word 13 must form a maximal proJectlon 
by itself because 13 is a left-hand member of a bmary branching constituent that dominates both 13 and"( 
In this case, "( is the head of the constituent and 13 occupies either the complement position or the spec 
pos1tton of"{, or ad1oms to some proJectton of"( Japanese is a head-fmal language and it is only the 
nghtmost element m a bmary syntactic consutuent that can be a head If some element is not a head of a 
certam phrase, i e if it is a complement of a head, spec1f1er or an adjunct, it must form a maximal 
projection by itself because it cannot project any further (Muysken 19S2, Chomsky 1995, and among 
others) This is why the second member 13 m (Sa) projects a maximal projection by itself On the other 
hand, the second member 13 m the left branching structure m (7a) does not have to project a maximal 
projection because it is the head of the constituent that Immediately dominates both the first and the second 
noun Given the XP-MaJP alignment constramt m (6), Selkirk & Tateishi denves the prosodic 
representallons m (7b) and (Sb) from the syntacttc structures in (7a) and (Sa) respectively In (7b), the 
prosodic representauon that corresponds to the Ieft-branchmg syntactic structure m (7a), there is no Ma1P 
break between a and 13 It is because the left edge of the second word 13 does not comc1de with the left 
edge of an XP m (7a), and there is no need for a MaJP boundary to appear at the left edge of 13 m (7b) On 
the other hand, m the case of the nght-branchmg counterpart in (S), there 1s an XP left edge aligned with 
the left edge of the second word, 13 Hence, accordmg to the XP-MaJP alignment constramt m (6), the left 
edge of 13 is aligned with the left edge of a Ma1or Phrase As mentioned above, 1t is at the left edge of a 
MaJP where reduction of downtrend (or a pitch range boost) takes place according to Selkirk & Tate1sh1 
As a result, the second word 13 m (8) 1s realized higher than the second word 13 m (7) 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(7) Left-Branchmg Structure 

'Yf ----
~!> ----I ---_ ---_ 
a~ 13' i 
al ~ ~ 

(MmPl 

I9tP 

MaJP 

------ I ._____ CX. ) (MmP2 13 ) (MmP3 "( ) 

" No Boost 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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(8) Rtght-Branchmg Structure 

J----
1 t~r 

IntP 

---------la JP I~ 
(MmPl o; ) (MmP2 iJ ) (MmP3 Y ) 

t 
Boosted 



So far, both Kubozono and Sellruk & TateISh1 can give an account for the different FO contour 
patterns between the left branchmg structure m (1) (or (3), (7)) and the nght branchmg structure m (2) (or 
(4), (8)) For Kubozono, the reason that the second word m the nght branchmg structure is realized 
lugher than that m the left branchmg structure 1s because the former occupies the leftmost pos1Uon of a 
branchmg syntacttc and prosodic node but the latter does not In his model, syntactic branchmgness is 
directly reflected m prosodic representattons, and it is at the left edge of a branchmg prosodic node where 
pitch range boost takes place For Sellruk & Tate1sh1, on the other hand, the second word m the nght 
branchmg structure is reahzed higher than that m the left branchmg structure because the fonner occupies 
the leftmost position of a Major Phrase but the latter does not In their model, syntacuc branchmgness 
does not have to do with prosodic phrase forrnat10n Rather, the left edge of an XP picks up the left edge 
of a Major Phrase, where a pitch range boost talces place In the next section I will argue that there IS a 
case where those two models make different pred1cuons 

3 Different Predicuons 

Kubozono's and Selkirk & Tate1sh1's model make drfferent pred1ct10ns for a certam type of left 
branchmg structures left branchmg structures with non-restncuve modlficat1on Consider a sequence of 
two nouns (Nl and N2) m left branclung structures m (9) and (10) Those two nouns together form an 
NP and the precedmg one modtfies the other m both (9) and (10) However, their modtf1ca!lon relation is 
different Nl and N2 m (9) form a restrictive modlficauon structure but those m (10) fonn a non-restncuve 
mod1ficatton structure In (9), modif1cauon of the second noun by the first "restricts" the mearung of the 
entire NP For example, m (9b), the second noun shonenmdnga ('boys' comics') by itself denotes a set of 
any kmd of boys' comics By bemg mod1f1ed by the first noun taisho1fdai ('Taisho era'), the meaiung of 
the entlre NP that exclusively dommates the first and the second noun is restricted mto a set of a specific 
k.tnd of boys' comics, i e a set of boys' comics written m the Taisho era Followmg Jackendoff (1977), 
Kameshirna (1989) and others, I assume that the first noun m this case adJoms to a pr0Ject10n of the 
second noun that 1s smaller than a maximal proJectlon, 1 e to N' On the other hand, m (10), the second 
noun by itself denotes a spec1f1c entlty or an md1v1dual and modification of the second noun by the flrst 
does not bnng any semantlc change m what the enure NP that exclusively dommates the ftrst and the 
second noun denotes For example, m (I Ob), the second noun shonennaifu ('Shonen Kmfe') is a name 
and denotes a specific rock band Bemg mod1f1ed by the first noun yumeibando ('famous band'), the 
second noun still denotes the same rock band Here, Nl and N2 m (IOb) form a non-restnctive 
modification structure I assume, following Kamesluma (1989) and many others, that the first noun m 
(10) adJoms to a maximal proJectton, 1 e NP 

(9) [Nl N2] ---> Restncttve Modlficauon 

-----N'2 N'3 

~ ~ 
(a) sumirem6yo-no handobakku-no ureguai 
patterns of v10let-Gen handbag-Gen sales 
'the sales of handbags with the patterns of violet' 

(10) [Nl N2] ---> Non-Restncflve Mod1ficauon 

N'3 

~ 
(a)ywnei16yu-no Ogawa Marko-no shuen-eiga 
famous actress-Gen Ogawa Matko-Gen movie 

'the movie m which Ms Ogawa Matko, the 
famous actress, plays a mam character ' 

(b)taishojfdai-no shonenmanga-no hezseiba1on 
Taisho era-Gen boys' comics-Gen Heise1-vers1on (JJ)yumeibando-no shonennalfu-no hittoarubamu 
'the Heisei-vers1on of boys' comics wntten m the famous band-Gen Shonen Kmfe-Gen hit album 

Taisho era ' 'the fut album of Shonen Krufe, the famous band 
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Given those two types of three-noun left-branchmg structures, Kubozono's and Selk:trk & Tateisht's 
model make different predictions with respect to the pitch range associated with the second noun m (10) 
As shown m Table l, accordmg to Kubozono, those two left branchmg structures m (9) and (10) are both 
mapped mto exactly the same left-branchmg prosodic representatlons because both of them have exactly 
the same left-branchmg syntactic structures As a result, he predicts that there 1s no pitch range boost at 
N2 m (9) as well as m (10) because the second noun m both structures does not occupy the left edge of a 
branchmg node 

Table 1 Kubozono' s Model 

(9) [Nl N2] = Restncuve Mod1ficat1on (10) [Nl N2] = Non-Restncttve Mod1f1cauon 

Mrn~ 

MrnP ---------- -----(Mm P Nl )(MmP N2 )(MmP N3 

r~ 
Mr -------------- -----CMmP Nl )(MmP N2 )(MmP N3 

! ! 
No Boost No Boost 

When 1t comes to Selktrk & Tate1sh1, those equally left-branchmg syntactic structures m (9) and (10) 
are mapped onto two different prosodic representations as shown m Table 2 the one m (9) ts mapped 
onto a ternary branching MaJP but the other m (10) 1s mapped onto two MaJor Phrases In the left-
branchmg structure with restncuve modtf1cat1on m (9), the second noun N2 does not comc1de with the left 
edge of an NP, and no MaJP boundary appears at the left edge of the second noun On the other hand, m 
the left-branchmg syntactic structure with non-restnctive modificatlon m (10), the second noun N2 
comcides with the left edge of an NP Accordmg to the XP-MaJP alignment constramt m (6), a MaJP 
boundary appears at the left edge of the second noun m (10) For them, the left edge of a MaJP ts where 
pitch range boost takes place As a result, they predict that the pitch range of the second noun m (10) is 
realized higher than that of the second noun m (9) 

Table 2 Selkrrk & Tateishi's Model 

(9) [Nl N2] = Restnctlve Modification 

Inr 
----la~ 

(MmP Nl )(MmP N2 )(MmP N3 
! 

No Boost 

(10) [Nl N2] = Non-Restnctive Modlf1catlon 

IntP 

--------Mr JP laJP ------
(MmP Nl ) (MmP N2 )(MmP N3 

t 
Boosted 

In summary, Kubozono's model predicts that there is no pitch range boost at the second noun of the 
equally left-branchmg syntactic structures m (9) and (10), whereas Selk:trk & Tateisht's model predicts that 
the second noun m (10) 1s reahzed higher than the one m (9) To examme those two different pred1cuons, 
a production expenment was earned out 
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4 The Expenment 

The expenment mtroduced m tlus seen.on was conducted to examme two different predicuons made 
by Kubozono's and Selktrk & Tate1shi's model shown m Secuon 3 

4 1 Methods 

Four speakers of Japanese, MK, KK, AT and DI, were recorded in a sound-proof studio m the 
UMass Phoneucs Laboratory Each of them read two kmds of left-branching structures the one with 
restncttve modlf1cahon and the other with non-restncnve modlficatlon MK and KK and AT produced 
seven repeutions of (9a) and (lOa) and DI produced seven repetitions of (9b) and (lOb) Those left 
branching structures are agam shown below 

(9) [Nl N2] ---> Restnctl.ve Mod1ficat10n 

N'2 N'3 

~ ~ 
(a) sumrrem6yo-no handobdkku-no uregum 
patterns of v10let-Gen handbag-Gen sales 

(10) [Nl N2] ---> Non-Restnctive Mod1ficatton 

NP2 

~ 
N'3 

~ 
(a)yumel]6yu-no Ogawa Marko-no shuen-bga 
famous actress-Gen Ogawa Mruko-Gen movie 

(b)taisho1tdar-no shonenmdnga-no he1serbd1on (b)yume1bando-no shonenndifu-no h1ttodrubanm 
Taisho era-Gen boys' comics-Gen He1se1-version famous band-Gen Shonen Knife-Gen hit album 

Those three-noun left branching structures are all embedded m a top1caltzed phrase followed by a 
topic marker -wa or a nommauve case marker -ga together with a phrase-fmal parucle -ne This topic 
phrase itself is also embedded m a sentence that starts with tokorode 'by the way' The phrase-fmal 
particle -ne is associated with a high Intonauonal Phrase-fmal boundary tone, H%, as shown m (11) By 
addmg this phrase-fmal particle with H%, an unwanted effect of final lowering is mlillmized 

(11) [s tokorode, [Left Branchmg Structure] -wa (or -ga) -ne, 
Cs by the way, [Left Branchmg Structure] -Topic (or -Nommabve) -phrase-fmal particle, 

H% 

All the recorded utterances are digitized at 16,000Hz, usmg the X-Waves software on the Sun 
workstation m the UMass Phonetlcs Laboratory, and their pitch track (FO contour) was extracted usmg the 
same software Then the FO value for the peak of each word (or Mmor Phrase) was measured I will call 
the FO peak of the first noun NI (or the first Mmor Phrase) 'Peak 1' and that of the second noun N2 (or 
the second Mmor Phrase) 'Peak 2' as shown m Figure 3 

Peak 1 Peak2 

(MmPI Nl )(MmP2 N2 )(MmP3 N3 
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Figure 3 A schematlc representation 
of three accented Minor Phrases and 
supposed FO contour associated with 

) them 



The roam interest of this expenment is the FO difference between Peak 1 and Peak 2, which is 
notated as [Peakl-Peak2] If Kubozono's model is on the nght track, then we expect that there is no 
evidence to conclude that [Peakl-Peak 2] of the left branchmg structure with non-restncttve modificauon 
m (10) and that of the left branchmg structure with restnctlve modification m (9) are different On the 
other hand, if Sella.rk & Tateisht's model is nght, then 'Peak 2' of the restnctlve modificat10n structure m 
(9) is realized lower than that of the non-restnctlve modification structure m (10) If that is the case, then 
[Peakl-Peak2] of (9) should be larger than [Peakl-Peak2] of (10) as shown schemaucally below 

Figure 4 A schematic 
representaUon of an FO 
contour with low Peak 2 
m (a), and that of an FO 
contour with high Peak 2 
m (b) 

Lower Peak 2 =larger [Peakl-Peak2] Higher Peak2 =smaller [Peakl-Peak2] 

4 2 Results and Discuss10n 

For each of the speakers, the mean of [Peakl-Peak2] of (10) is sigruficantly smaller than the mean of 
[Peakl-Peak 2] of (9) That is, the pitch range of the <;econd noun m (10) is reahzed higher than that m 
(9) The graphs m Figure 5 show the correspondence between the FO height of Peak 1 and that of Peak 2 
m those two kmds of 3-noun left branchmg structures (9) and (10) It is obvious from those graphs that 
Peak 2 of the restnctlve left-branching structures m (9) is lower than that of the non-restnctlve left-
branchmg structures m (10) 

MK Peak1 * Peak2 
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'N 340 
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ID 
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r::J 
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(\I 
,;:,,: 
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Q) 
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DI Peak1 * Peak2 
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(\I 
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0.. 

KK Peak1 * Peak2 
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300 
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1111! NonRestnct1ve (10) 

•Restrictive (9) 

Figure 5 Scatter plots of Peak 1 and Peak 2 Peak I is 
plotted as an X axis and Peak 2 1s plotted as Y axis 
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The sample mean of [Peakl-Peak:2] of (9) is consistently larger than that of (10) for all of the 
speakers As for MK, the sample mean of [Peakl-Peak2] of (9a) is 63Hz and that of (lOa) 1s 36 14Hz 
The p value of a one-tailed paired t test comparing those two means is 0 008 (< 0 05, the level of 
sigmflcance) The same 1s true of KK, AT and DI KK's sample mean of [Peakl-Peak2] of (9a) is 62Hz 
and that of (lOa) IS 26 57Hz The p value of the t test IS 0 0017 (< 0 05) AT's sample mean of [Peakl-
Peak2] of (9a) 1S 38 43Hz and that of (lOa) IS 20 29Hz The p value of the t test is 0 0013 (< 0 05) DI' s 
sample mean of [Peakl-Peak2] of (9b) 1S 22 4Hz and that of (lOb) 1s 12 7Hz The p value of the t test is 
0 02 (< 0 05) In summary, the mean of [Peakl-Peak2] of (9) 1S sigmficantly larger than that of (10) for 
all of the speakers That IS, Peak 2 of the restncuve modification structure m (9) 1S realized lower than that 
of the non-restrictive modlfication structure m (10) 

The results obtamed m this experiment support Selktrk & Tate1shi's XP-MaJP alignment model 
That is, the second word N2 m the left branchmg structure with non-restnctlve modlficatlon m (10) is 
realized ma higher pitch range than the one m the left branchmg structure with restncuve mod1f1cauon m 
(9) Accordmg to Selkirk & Tate1sh1, it 1S because there is an XP left edge aligned with the left edge of N2 
m the non-restrictive modification structure m ( 10) and the XP edge calls for a MaJP left edge aligned with 
it, which results ma pitch range boost On the other hand, Kubozono's model wrongly predicts that there 
1s no pitch range boost at N2 m (9) as well as m (10) because N2 is not the left-hand daughter of a 
branching node m both types of left branchmg structures 

5 V10lability of ALIGNL(XP,MaJP) 

In Section 4, I have concluded that the result of the expenment presented m that sect10n support 
Selktrk & Tate1sh1's XP-MaJP alignment constramt, 1 e AuGNL(XP,MaJP), wluch 1s agam shown m (12) 
There are, however, some limited cases where the edge alignment constramt is violated This does not 
necessanly mean that the edge alignment constramt 1s mvalid Rather, I will argue, w1thm the framework 
of Opt1mahty Theory developed by Pnnce & Smolensky (1993), that 1t is because some confl.1cung 
constramts dommate the altgnment constramt m ( 12) 

(12) ALIGNL(XP,MaJP) 
For each XP, there is a Major Phrase such that the left edge of the XP and that of the MaJOr Phrase 
comc1de 

Consider the following two-noun restnct1ve mod1flcauon and non-restncuve mod1ftcation structures m 
(13) and (14) respectively 
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(13) NP2 

-----------. J:l 12 
tmsho1ida1-1W shonenmd:nga 
Taisho era -Gen boys' comics 
"boys' comics m the Taisho era" 

(14) NP2 n2 
yumeibdndo-no shonennaifu 
famous band -Gen Shonen Kmfe 
"Shonen Kmfe, the famous band" 

If ALIGNL(XP,Ma3P) is satisfied, then we expect that the pitch range associated with N2 m (14) is reahzed 
higher than that associated to N2 m (13), i e [Peakl-Peak2] of (9) is larger than [Peakl-Peak.2] of (10) 
However, the result of an expenment shown m Secuon 5 1 reveals that it is not the case In Sectton 5 2 , 
I will argue that the violation of ALIGNL(XP,MaJP) 1s possible m those circumstances because 1t 1s 
dommat.ed by another constramt that forbids an Intonational Phrase-fmal prosodic head 

5 1 The Expenment and Its Results 

To test the hypothesis that the pitch range of N2 m the two-noun non-restnctlve mod1ficatton 
structure m (14) 1S realized higher than that of N2 m the two-noun restncttve mod1flcauon structure m 
(13), another production expenment was conducted One speaker, DI, was recorded m this expenment 
He read the restnct1ve mod1f1cat10n structure m (13) and the non- restrictive mod1f1cauon structure m (14) 
seven times All the other procedures and methods of this expenment 1s the same as the ones of the 
previous experunent mtroduced m Sectl.on 4 

The scatterplot m Figure 6 shows the correspondence between Peak 1 and Peak 2 of the 2-noun 
restncttve mod1ficatton structure m (13) and the 2-noun non-restnctive mod1flcation structure m (14) 
From the plot, 1t 1s obvious that there IS almost no difference between Peak 2 of (13) and Peak 2 of (14) 
Both are realized m the same pitch range The sample mean of [Peakl-Peak2] of (13) 1s 22 7Hz and that 
of (14) IS 25 !Hz only 2 4Hz difference To examme whether there 1s any s1gmficant difference between 
the mean of [Peakl-Peak2] of (13) and that of (14), a two-tailed paired t test was camed out The p value 
of the test lS 0 4 (> 0 05) Given this result, I conclude that there 1s no evidence to conclude that the mean 
of [Peakl-Peak2] of (13) and that of (14) are different I 
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Figure 6 A scatter plot of Peale 1 
and Peak 2 Peak l 1s plotted as 
an X axIS and Peak 2 1s plotted as 
Yax1s 

I Similar results were obtained m another expenment with different speakers m Sugahara (1999) 
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Tins is sometlung unexpected if the alignment constramt m (12) lS satisfied If it were sahsfied, then 
Peak 2 of (13) would be realized lower than that of (14) the mean of [Peakl-Peak2] of (13) would be 
larger than that of (14) Because there is no sigruflcant difference between those two means, I conclude 
that ALIGNL(XP,MaJP) m (12) is violated m the two-noun non-restncave modification structure m (14) 
Under the assumption of Opumahty Theory developed by Pnnce & Smolensky (1993), a constramt ts 
violable if it is dommated by a confhctmg constramt In the next section, I will propose that 
ALIGNL(XP,MaJP) is actually dominated by a purely prosodic constramt NoNFINAUTY 

5 2 Prosodic Heads and NoNPINAUTY 

In the last secaon, we have observed that ALIGNL(XP,MaJP) is v10lable at the left edge of N2 of the 
two-noun non-restnctive modificauon structure m (14), which is agam shown below I will argue, withm 
the framework of Opumahty Theory, that the constramt is dommated by a confhcung constramt whose 
ongm is purely prosodic 

(14) NP2 

----------11 l2 
yumeibcindo-no shonennaifu 
famous band -Gen Shonen Knife 
"Shonen Knife, the famous band " 

In (15a) and (15b), I show two possible prosodic representations for (14) The fonner is a bad 
representauon but satisfies ALIGNL(XP,MaJP) The latter is the preferred representation but it VIOiates 
ALIGNL(XP ,MaJP) 

(15a) Bad ll1ntP 
{MaJP 
(MmP 

II 
} {MajP } 

NPl ) (MmP NP2 ) 

(15b)Good llintP II 
{MajP } 
(MmP NPl ) (MmP NP2 ) 

ALIGNL(XP,MaJP) is not violated at the left edge of NP2 by the preferred representation when NP2 ism 
(10), a three-noun left-branchmg structure, as already observed m Secuon 4 This representauon is shown 
m (16) 

(16) Good llintP 
{Ma JP 
(MmP NPl 

}{MajP 
) W1nP NP2 ) WmP N'3 

A generalization obtamed from the comparison between the representauons m (15) and the representatlon 
m (16) is that only at the left edge of the nghtrnost Mmor Phrase, ALIGNt(XP,MaJP) is VIOiated In the 
case of the three-noun left-branclung structure where nonrestnctive mod1ficauon relatton holds between 
N 1 and N2 as m ( 10), the Mmor Phrase that corresponds to N2, whose left edge comcides with an NP left 
edge, does not occupy the nghtmost position of an Intonauonal Phrase Rather 1t is the tlnrd Mmor Phrase 
(1 e N3) which occupies the nghtrnost position of tile phrase as shown m (16) When 1t comes to two-
noun non-restncttve mod1ficauon structure m (14), it is the second Mmor Phrase (1 e N2) whose left edge 
comc1des witll tile left edge of an NP At tile same time the second Mmor Phrase occupies tile nghtmost 
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position of an Intonational Phrase as shown m (15) If there is a Major Phrase boundary aligned with the 
left edge of the In tonauonal Phrase-final Mm or Phrase as m ( 1 Sa), the representation becomes disfavored 
for some reason 

Then, what is special about the IntP-fmal MmP m (15a)? Before answering this question, we have 
to consider the relation between a prosodic constituent and its head Accordmg to the Prosodic 
Prommence Hypotheses2 in (17) proposed by Selkirk (1997), every prosodic constituent must donnnate 
one and only one unmediate head 

(17) Prosodic Prommence Hypothesis (Selkirk 1997) 
Every prosodic consutuent is headed by exactly one prosodic constituent one level lower 

Given this hypothesis, a Major Phrase must dommate exactly one Head Mmor Phrase, which is 
notated as .MmE. Also an Intonauonal Phrase must dommate one and only one Head Major Phrase, which 
is notated as ~ Then, the IntP-final Mmor Phrase m (15a) is an immediate head of a Major Phrase 
which m tum is an immediate head of an Intonat10nal Phrase In her study of Focus and prosodic phrase 
formation, Selkirk (1999) proposes that there are constramts that force a M.mf to occupy the leftmost 
position of a MaJP and force a M;yP to occupy the nghtmost position of an IntP ALIGNL~· MaJP) and 
ALIGNR<Ma.JE, IntP) 

( 18) ALIGNL(M:ill!:, Ma.JP) 
For each MmP, there is a MaJP such that the left edge of the Mm£ and that of the Ma1P comcide 

(19) ALIGNR~• lntP) 
For each ~. there is a MaJP such that the nght edge of the In.tE and that of the IntP coincide 

I assume that those two constramts are undommated m Japanese Given them, the bad representauon m 
(15a) is rewntten as the one m (15'a) and the preferred representat10n in (15b) is rewntten as the one m 
(15'b) 

(15'a) Bad ll1n1Pi 
{MaJP 
(M.mr. NPl 

11 

H.MJJr.I } 
)(~1 NP2) 

(15'b) Good ll1ntPi 11 

{M.!!.lf.l } 
(M.in.£1 NPl ) (MmP NP2 ) 

In the bad representat10n in (15'a), MmP1, which 1s the head of the head of an IntP is at the IntP-fmal 
position Whereas m the preferred representation, MmP1 is non-fmal I propose that IntP-fmal MmP1 is 
fatal because there is a highly ranked constraint that forbids prosodic heads bemg fmal, say some kind of a 
NONFINALITY constramt 

A NONFINALITY constramt is first proposed by Prmce & Smolensky (1993) to explain word-stress 
patterns m Laun and some other languages a word-stress tends not to fall on the PWd-final syllable or the 
PWd-final Their NoNF'rNALITY constramt 1s presented m (20) 

(20) NONFlNALITY(PWd) 
The head of a PWd must not be at the nghtmost pos1tton of the PWd 

Accordmg to Pnnce & Smolensky, the relationship of headedness lS trans1uve if A lS headed by Band B 

2 It is assumed that Prosodic Prommence is part of GEN That is, all the possible output 
representations must satisfy this constramt 
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is headed by C, then A is also headed by C Hence, if a PWd is headed by a Head Foot Et1, and Et1 is 
headed by a Head Syllable .ai, then the PW d ts also headed by .ai Given thts constramt, we can exp lam 
why a word-stress does not fall on the PWd-final syllable m some languages such as Classical Latm It 1S 
because a word stress must fall on the head of the head of a PWd, i e the Head Syllable Sl.1, and !.P must 
not be PWd-fmal accordmg to NONFINALITY(PWd) An example case from Classical Lann is presented m 
Tableau I 

Tableau 1 NONFINALITY(PWd) » HEAVY cr-PROMINENCE3 
/amo/ NONFINALITY(PW d) HEAVY er-PROMINENCE 

a '8J' [(!! mo )a1Pwd *Et "' 
b [a (mQ_)WPWd *El *,g:! 

c [(a mQ_)E.t]PWd *Et *gl 

A more unmarked Head Syllableg 1s a heavy syllable according to HEAVY cr-PROM Nonetheless, the 
candidate m (a) where a hght syllable is the head of a foot 1s optimal and the one m (b) and (c) where a 
heavy syllable ts the head of a foot are bad representations It is because NONFINALITY(PWd) dommates 
HEAVY cr-PROMINENCE The hght syllable m [a mo ]Pwd occupies the left edge of the PWd On the 
other hand, the heavy syllable occupies the PWd-final position If the heavy syllable is a Head Syll<1.ble, 
the representat10n violates N ONFINALITY(PWd) twice one violation by the Head Syllable and the other by 
the Head Foot that immediately dommates the Head Syllable However, tf the hght syllable is a Head 
Syllable, then the representation v10lates NoNF'INALITY(PWd) only once a v10lation by the Head Foot only 
Though this representatlon violates HEAVY cr-PROM, it is the optimal representation because the v10lat10n 
of the dommattng constramt NONFINALITY(PWd) is kept mimmwn 

I propose that NONFINALITY plays a crucial role not only m PWd phonology but also m phrasal 
phonology The version of NONFINALITY relevant to Japanese prosodic phrase formauon is shown m 
(19) 

(21) NONFlNALITY(lntP) 
The head of an Intonational Phrase must not be at the nghtmost position of the IntP 

The NONFINALITY constramt m (21) forbids heads of an IntP bemg at the nghtmost position 4 I, then, 
propose that this constraint dommates ALIGNL(XP,MaJP) This is why ALIGNL(XP,MaJP) can be violable 
at the IntP-final pos1tlon 

Agam consider the bad prosodic representatton m (15'a), which also appears m (b) of Tableau 2 
(next page) This representation sausf1es ALIGNL(XP,MaJP) because the left edge of an MaJP coincides 
Wlth the left edge of N2, whose left edge comc1des with an XP left edge At the same time, the head of an 
IntP, notated as Mm£1, falls m the IntP-fmal pos1tton dommatmg only one MmP This only daughter of 
Ma1P1 turns out to be its immediate head, notated as MmP1, according to the Prosodic Prominence 
Hypothesis m (17) Tuts representation violates N ONFINALITY(IntP) twice one v1olatton by Mai~ and the 
other by MmP1 

foot 
3 The constramt HEAVY cr-PROMINENCE says that a he<1.vy syllable must be the head of a 

4 "Heads of an IntP" mclude not only the immediate head of an IntP but also heads of more 
than one level lower accordmg to the trans1t1Vlty relattonshtp of headedness 
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On the other hand, the optimal representat10n m (15'b), which is agam shown m (a) of Tableau 2, 
v10lates ALIONdXP,MaJP) but violates N ONFINALITY(IntP) only once In this representation, there is no 
MaJP boundary ahgned with the left edge of N2, which comc1des with the left edge of an XP As a result, 
it violates ALIGNL(XP,MaJP) At the same time, NONFINALITY(IntP) 1s v10lated once because the 
unmediate head of IntP, i e M.a!f.1, occupies the IntP-fmal position The immediate head of Ma1P1, i e 
MinP1, however, does not occupy the IntP-fmal posttlon Hence, M.!!l.f..1 does not v10late 
NoNFINALlTY(IntP) As far as the v1olat10n of ALIGNL(XP,MaJP) m1mmizes the violation of the 
dommatmg constramt N ONFINALITY(IntP), the candidate violating the former is chosen to be optimal 
Ulttmately the candidate m (a) of Tableau 2 ts preferred to the one m (b) of the same tableau because the 
former has less violation of NONFINALITY(IntP) than the other 

In (c) of Tableau 2, there 1s a candidate that violates neither NONFINALITY(lntP) nor 
ALIGNL(XP,MaJP) Tlus candidate, however, 1s not opbmal because 1t violates the undommated constramt 
ALIGNR(Ma1P, IntP), which forces each Ma,iP to be IntP-fmal The relevant constramt rankmg here 1s 
summanzed m (22) 

(2Z) ALIGNR~. IntP) » NONFINALITY(IntP) » ALIGNL(XP,MaJP) 

Tableau Z 
(14) (NPI NI ] (NP2 NZ ] ALIGNR NONFINALITY ALIG NL 

~.IntP) (lntP) (XP, MaJP) 

a illll" II ll1ntP (*.M.a.J.el) lK 

{ }Mlllft 
( Nl )M.mfl ( N2 )MmP 

b II llintP (*Ma,iP1) *MmP' t 
{ }MaJP { }MiyF.1 
( Nl }Mlnf ( NZ )Mml!t 

c II ll1ntP *' { }M.i!Jf I { }MaJP 
( Nl )M!nfl ( N2 )Ml.nl! 

In summary, I have proposed that the syntax-prosody mappmg constraint ALIGNL(XP,MaJP) 
proposed by Selkirk & Tate1shi (1988, 1991) ts dommated by a purely prosodic constramt 
NONFINALITY(IntP) This 1s why no MaJP boundary appears at the left edge of the nghtmost MmP 
whose left edge coincides with an XP 

6 Conclusion 

The syntactic mformat1on to which Japanese prosodic phrase formation is sensitive is not 
branchmgness of the syntactic representation Rather, 1t 1s edges of a certam syntactic proJectton such as 
XP Selkirk & Tateisht's (1988, 1991) XP-MaJP alignment constramt ALIGNL(XP,MaJP) can make the 
correct predictton for the pitch range boost of the second noun m a three-noun left branclung structure with 
non-restnctJ.ve modificat:ton Though the structure ts left branchmg, there ts an XP left edge aligned with 
the left edge of the second noun Hence, their altgnment constramt requtres a MaJP boundary to be 
aligned with the left edge of the second noun This results m a pitch range boost at the second word On 
the other hand, whether there 1s an XP edge or not does not matter m Kubozono's (1992, 1993) model 
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He proposes that it is the syntactic branchrngness to which prosodic phrase fonnatmn looks at, and 
prosodic structure is a direct reflectton of syntacllc branchmgness His model gives exactly the same 
prosodic representatJ.on to three-noun left branchmg syntactJ.c structure with restnctJ.ve modificauon and to 
the one with non-restnct1ve modification As a result, his model cannot predict different rntonauonal 
patterns for those two different types of left branchmg structures Though I have argued for Sellmk & 
Tateslhl's XP-Ma1P edge alignment constramt, it 1s v10lable m certam circumstances It is not, however, 
counter-evidence against their XP-Ma1P edge ahgnment constraint W1thm the framework of Opt1mahty 
Theory, I have proposed that it lS because the syntax-prosody mterface constraint lS dommated by a purely 
prosodic constraint NONFINALIIT 
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